and (10) and Eqs. (13) and (14) in the previous paper can be written in an unified form as
In the present paper, the method based on Eqs.
(13) and (14) in the previous paper is used. The method discussed in Ref. 9), four bottom transponders are placed on vertexes of a square on the sea floor. Next, the positions of the transponders are measured by using a ship drifting on the sea surface. The position of the surface transponder and the traveling time of acoustic signal are measured at many places. Then, assuming an acoustic velocity which is uniform in the whole acoustic field, the position of the four bottom transponders are estimated with the acoustic velocity and the above-mentioned least square method. The measurement of the sea bottom crust movement is conducted as follows. The four bottom transponders are supposed to move uniformly due to the crust movements, and an observation ship with a GPS receiver and an acoustic transponder is set at about the center of the bottom transponders.
The position of the ship is measured acoustically by using the bottom and ship transponders.
On the other hand, the position is also positioned by GPS. If the position measured by GPS is northward by 1cm from that measured by transponders, the sea floor is supposed to have moved southward by 1cm. The measurements for long period may give rather good picture of the tendency of the crust movement.
The above discussion is based on an assumption that the positions of the surface transponders are measured accurately. However, this assumption is not necessarily correct. When the distance from the reference point on land (baseline length) exceeds a certain limit (100km at the longest) the accuracy of the high precision GPS measurement exceeds 10cm. Table  3 . Incidentally, the X -coordinate of the bottom transponder is taken zero.
The precision of the measurement is classified in In Table. Table 2 Underwater acoustic environment Table 3 Disposition of the surface transponders 
Conclusions
In the previous report, a possibility of determining not only the position of the sea bottom transponder but also the underwater acoustic velocity distribution simultaneously was discussed. In calculations where the underwater acoustic field is divided into horizontal layers, it is shown that division into two or three layers is sufficient when the accurate positioning of the sea bottom transponder is the main purpose.
In the present report, the following items are discussed. (1) In order to determine the acoustic rays and the position of the sea bottom transponder, a system of nonlinear equations must be solved by Newton-Raphson method. Slowness, the inverse of the acoustic velocity, has advantage over the velocity in making the convergence easier.
An algorithm using slowness is developed and the effectiveness is shown by a numerical example. 
